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Best Online Betting Sites in India 2023
On this website you will find the best betting sites in India relevant for the year 2023. We have analysed the terms and conditions of all bookmakers and compiled a list of the best. A detailed review of online bookmakers' offers will help punters make the best choice.
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 Indibet 

100% Up To ₹10,000 + 100 INR Free for Cricket
Review
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 1xBet 

100% Up To ₹20,000
Review
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 Melbet 

100% Up To ₹8,000
Review
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 22Bet 

100% Up To ₹10,000
Review
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 Betwinner 

100% Up To ₹8,000
Review
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What we Looked at When Choosing The Best Online Betting Sites
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Attempts to legalise sports betting in India began in 2016. However, no law has been passed in 2023. The low volume of the national market is forcing players to use the services of major international operators. When forming the ranking, we tried to take into account the peculiarities of bookmakers’ offers and the specifics of the Indian market. The basis of the analysis were:	Popularity of bookmaker in the world. There are no national betting companies in India yet. Customers have to play on the websites of international brands. It is better to work with a popular company. The more interest the public has in a particular operator, the less risk for the player.
	Betting odds. The profitability of playing on the website of a particular company is determined by the size of the odds. The figure depends on the margin, or internal commission, set by the company. The best online betting sites fix the minimum commission. As a result, the game is more profitable for the clients.
	Available sports. To get into the rankings, international bookmakers have to consider the specifics of the Indian market. In our country, customers prefer to bet on cricket. There are no official statistics, but, according to unofficial data, most punters choose this direction for betting. Next in terms of popularity are kabaddi, football, hockey. The disciplines are on about the same level, according to the degree of interest of clients.
	Depth of match detail. The main 1×2 betting markets are all bookmakers without exception. The market leaders allow customers to play Asian and European handicaps, totals and other betting options. The better the detailing of sports popular among Indians, the higher the chances of the company to be in the rankings.
	Bonus offers. Bonuses allow players to increase their profitability from betting on sports. Bookmakers use different formats of incentives. In the list of the best we have added companies that offer rewards for the first deposit, subsequent deposits, freebets and affiliate promo codes.
	Availability of live streaming. Many betting customers prefer to bet live. One of the main evaluation criteria has been the availability of live match broadcasts. Players get an opportunity to analyse the quality of teams’ performance and increase the accuracy of their predictions.
	An app for mobile devices. Playing through an app is more convenient. We have added projects with special software for smartphones to the list of the best companies.
	Quality of customer service. The best bookmakers are willing to offer different channels of communication with the support team. Users can contact the support team via online chat, email, call centre.

A comprehensive evaluation of each bookmaker has made it possible to compile a list of the best online betting sites. In the following section you will find out which operators made it into the list of leaders.
Requirements for Bookmakers to be Listed
	🌐  Accept	India.
	📌 Experience	> 1 year.
	📄 License	MGA, Curacao, etc.
	🖥️ Site Version	Desktop, Mobile version.
	🌎 Language	English.
	💵 Currency	INR, USD, EUR.
	💳 Deposit Methods	Visa, MasterCard, E-Wallets, Cryptocurrencies, etc.
	💳 Withdrawal Methods	Visa, MasterCard, Bitcoin, WebMoney.
	💵 Min. Deposit	100 ₹
	💵 Min. Withdrawal	100 ₹
	🕓 Withdrawal Time	Instantly / Up to 24 hours.
	✅ Registration Methods	Email, Telephone number, Social media, etc.
	🎁 Bonus	100% Welcome bonus, free bets.
	⚙️ Offers	Betting, Live Betting, Casino, Live Casino etc.
	💻 Support	Live Chat, Email, Phone.

Top Betting Sites in India
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The top betting sites in India were formed after a detailed analysis of each bookmaker. The companies on the list offer the best possible bonuses and take into account the specifics of the local market. Websites are localized for Indian language, there is an opportunity to put an English version.Some companies have taken the lead in lists of the best online bookmakers, thanks to increased betting limits, depth of match detail and an attractive bonus system. The list includes:
	1xBet. The bookmaker offers a bonus of up to Rs 31910 on the first deposit. There are 400+ cricket matches available on the site daily. The operator covers national championships and international tournaments. The operator offers 500+ selections of outcomes for popular competitions. The margin for the match winner’s market is at 3-6%. You can bet on field hockey, football, kabaddi. Conker offers handy apps for iOS, Android.
	22Bet. New players can expect a bonus of Rs 11300. Visitors will see over 400 cricket matches. For some games, the operator offers 500+ variations of outcomes. The base commission is at 3-6%. One can bet on international meetings, SMS Premier League Sunel and other options. Bookmaker accepts bets through the website, mobile apps for all operating systems.
	Melbet. The bookmaker gives up to Rs 7767 for the first deposit. More than 400 cricket matches are reviewed daily on the operator’s website. The commission on the main market is as high as 3-6%. The bookmaker gives 500+ options of outcomes for popular encounters. It is possible to bet on kabaddi and other disciplines. The betting site has developed apps to play on iOS and Android.
	Betwinner. The operator will give cricket fans the opportunity to play 400+ matches daily. The depth of detail of popular competitions reaches the 500 variants mark. The commission for the main market is 3-6 percentage points. There is an option to bet on Tamil Nadu Premier League matches and other championships. The starting incentive for new players is at Rs 7767. Bets can be placed through desktop, mobile version of the website, smartphone apps.
	Parimatch. The betting company offers cricket, field hockey, football and other disciplines for Indian players. The margin on 1×2 in cricket matches is at 8-9%. For many matches, the operator gives up to 100 variations of outcomes. New customers can count on a welcome bonus.

The listed companies rightfully occupy a leading position in the market. These betting sites offer the best solution for Indians.
Legality of Betting Sites in India
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The conservative political system in India affects the sports betting industry. There are no laws regulating the relevant industry in the country. Legal betting sites operate under international licenses. Local regulators are not involved in the paperwork for betting companies.A law of 1867 is still in force in the country. The document forbids to make profit from betting on sports events. The need to legalise the industry is due to pressure on sportsmen by unofficial betting companies. Players are forced to lose matches. This was stated by Cricket Control Board chief Ajitha Singh Shekhawat.
Licensed online betting sites can now only operate under international documents. We do not recommend using the services of betting companies that do not have proper permits. Contacting illegal betting operators is fraught with the risk of losing money for the client. There are difficulties in withdrawing winnings and bookmakers may set strict limits.
Local regulators are not going to ban international companies when legalising them. Lawmakers want to issue betting sites with appropriate licences and bring them into the legal fold.
India’s Betting Tax System
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So far, the sports betting industry has not been legalised. Technically, it is forbidden for players to bet on sports. In fact, the law of 1867 has not been enforced. Not a single customer of betting companies has been punished by the authorities in recent years.The lack of legalisation of the industry is a direct loss to the country’s budget. Customers do not pay taxes on winnings. Formally such behaviour cannot be blamed on the players. That is why one of the benefits of legalizing the sector is the increased collection of taxes. Lawmakers suggest linking the player’s number on the betting site to the tax number of the bank account. This would allow control over the process of receiving winnings.
 
 



Betting Site Bonuses
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The betting site bonuses are aimed at attracting new clients and supporting the old ones. Operators offer different types of incentives. Often the publishers provide personalized offers. Let’s look into the situation in more detail. 
Welcome Bonuses
The welcome bonus is a reward for registering at a betting site and depositing a personal account balance. The size of the reward is different for each operator. Companies usually set upper limits for the prize. It is not possible to get more money than indicated on the site of the sportsbook.
Bookmakers credit the funds from the starting reward to the bonus balance. To withdraw your winnings, additional conditions must be met. Betting companies ask users to show a certain betting turnover. Other requirements must be taken into account:
	Type of bet (single and/or multiple);
	The size of the odds of the outcomes;
	Time required to commit the turnover.

Once the requirements are met, the funds are transferred from the bonus account to the main balance. You can use the money to continue playing or to withdraw it by any available method.
Free Bets
Free bet is another variant of incentives. The client receives a free bet of an agreed denomination. When an event is won, the amount of the net prize is credited to the user’s account. Free bets can be given out on single and/or multiple bets.
Betting companies sometimes impose additional conditions for using the bonuses:
	Betting on certain sports.
	restrictions on minimum and maximum odds.
	the impossibility to use the prize in parts.

To understand the situation, here is an example. A player has received free bets of Rs 1000. Punter bet FB on an event with odds of 1.50. The bet won, the bookmaker credited Rs 500 to the user’s account. The money is immediately credited to the main balance. Wagering of the funds is not required.
Risk-Free Bets
Risk-free bets is a unique rewards option from leading betting sites. The bookmaker gives money back to the customer when he loses a bet. Often the refund comes in the form of a free bet. These types of rewards apply to games in the exact score category. When a football match ends 0-0, the bookmaker refunds the betting amount. We recommend that you clarify the terms and conditions of the promotion on the specific website beforehand. Market participants may have different rules.
Cashback
Many legitimate betting operators use cashback as a reward. This format of promo implies the return of a part of the lost funds. The mechanism of action of the reward includes:
	Making a punter’s bet on sports events.
	Calculation of the player’s results by the betting company.
	Payment of returns for the reporting period.

The money is transferred to the bonus account. To transfer winnings to the main balance, it is necessary to comply with the bookmaker’s additional rules. They concern the size of the turnover, type of bets. The percentage of returns may be fixed or progressive. In the latter case, the bookmaker introduces an additional loyalty programme. As the user’s activity increases, the amount of rewards increases.
Companies like to give out individual rewards. Active punters may receive emails or phone messages from the bookmaker with promo codes. The combinations allow free bets and give bonus points to the balance.



What Betting Offers Are on Betting Sites
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The best online sports betting sites offer 40+ discipline options to players. The list of available sports includes:	Big tennis.
	Field hockey.
	Football.
	Cricket.
	UFC.
	Cybersport.
	Kabaddi.
	Basketball and others.

Online Cricket Betting
Players are more likely to bet on cricket. Leading market players offer 500+ betting options on popular matches and tournaments. 1xBet bookmaker for the India vs South Africa match gives 1.6 for our team to win. A win for the South African athletes will multiply the bet by 2.42 times. The company’s margin is at 3.82%. Online cricket betting with this operator is profitable.
Margin varies depending on the popularity of the particular match. In the meeting of the women’s teams Ireland and South Africa parameter increases to a mark of 5.14%. The bookmaker offers 5.5% for the victory of the first team. The win of the second team is estimated at 1.15.
Bookmakers have prepared several different betting options for cricket fans. The operators pay a lot of attention to statistics. There are different types of bets available on the bookmakers’ websites:
	The name of the best athlete of this or that line-up.
	The best result of the first partnership.
	How many ranks any player will score.
	Number of wounds per player.
	Which team will make more than 4 points.
	Total number of ransom outs.
	Total Stumpings.
	Whether the first wicket in the match will be caught.
	Which team will commit more than 6 points.

The margin on additional markets may vary. In the Pakistan v West Indies match, bookmaker 1xBet offers 1.34 for the first team to win. The opposite result will increase the bet by 3.4 times. The margin is at 4.04%.
On the outcome “Who will make more than 6 points” bookmaker offers 2.36 on the victory of the first team. The opertator estimates the draw result at 7.2. A win of the second team will increase the bet by 1.87 times. The final figure increased to 9.38%.
The situation is typical for all operators without exception. The best odds bookmakers set on the main market of the match.
Online Football Betting
Online sports betting at leading betting companies in India are not limited to cricket. Good consideration operators give on football. Kontors 1xBet, Parimatch, 22Bet, Melbet and Betwinner offer between 700 games of different classes every day. Punters will find international encounters, games of leading championships, and minor divisions on betting sites.
Bookmakers’ margins for popular matches do not rise above 4-6%. Leading operators are ready to offer visitors 1400+ betting options. Players can bet on the match, halves. Statistical indicators are available:
	Corner kicks;
	Shots on goal;
	Cards;
	Touch;
	Penalty kicks.

When playing on statistics, companies use third-party data. Customers should read the bookmaker’s regulations beforehand.
In the case of football betting, the standard rule applies. The companies set the minimum margin for the main market. On additional outcomes the figure increases. Consider the game between Austria and Denmark.
Melbet betting company predicts 2.8 odds for the Austrians’ victory. A draw will multiply the bet by 3.38. A win for the Danes has a yield of 2.46. The final margin has reached 5.95%.
As an additional betting market let’s consider “Half Time Results”. The bookmaker offers 3 options for the outcomes:
	1>2 at odds of 3.14;
	 1=2 at odds of 3.54;
	1<2 at odds 2.12.

The commission in the presented case reached a mark of 7.27%. A similar situation is observed with other betting companies.
Live Betting
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The online bookmakers on the list of the best companies accept live betting from players. The features of these betting companies are three things: 
	Maintaining commissions at a favorable level for the customer.
	Minimal change in the number of outcomes available for betting. Usually the figure decreases by 10-12% with the beginning of the meeting. The situation largely depends on the situation on the field. For tennis, cricket and some other disciplines the amount of offer may increase.
	Providing the ability to track changes in the results of the game.

Bookmakers implement the last point in several ways. Companies cooperate with different statistical services. Betting on sports in India becomes more convenient thanks to the match centre. It publishes all the changes during the meeting. As a result, punters can assess the situation in the game in more detail.
The betting companies from the list of leaders provide the opportunity to watch the development of the match in real time. To gain access to the content, the user has to register on the website. There are no additional conditions on the minimum deposit or the amount of a live bet.
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 Rajabets 

Bonus 150% Up To ₹100,000
Review
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 Parimatch 

150% Up To ₹12,000
Review
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 10Cric 

100% Up To ₹10,000 + 20 Free Spins
Review
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 Bet365 

Up To ₹4,000 in Bet Credits
Review
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 Sportsbet io 

Get Boosted Odds Daily!
Review
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 Unibet 

Free Bet Up To ₹2,500
Review
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 Betway 

100% Up To ₹2,500
Review
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 Fun88 

100% up to ₹10,000
Review
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 Rabona 

100% Up To ₹8,000
Review
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 Royal Panda 

Get 5% Top Up on Every Deposit!
Review
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 Librabet 

Free Bet of up to ₹8,000
Review



Popular Payment Methods on Betting Sites in India
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Online bookmakers in India try to provide players with the maximum level of comfort. Operators are also working on increasing the convenience of making payments. Leading sites allow you to make deposits in rupees. Companies accept all popular deposit options in the country: 
	Bank cards of Visa and Mastercard systems. The player has to register on the website, click on the deposit button, select the desired option to make a deposit. Then it remains to write down the amount and confirm the action. The bookmaker will redirect the client to the payment service website. It is necessary to fill in the card details. In some cases you will need to confirm the operation via SMS from the bank. The money will be credited to the account instantly.
	The UPI system is not inferior in demand. The bank transfers in real time. It takes up to 15 minutes maximum to get the money to the bookmaker’s account. The service was developed by the National Payments Corporation of India.
	PayTM is another payment method popular among Indian punters. The head office is based in Noida, Uttar Pradesh. The minimum crediting time is from 1 minute. Maximum will have to wait no more than 15 minutes.
	On the fourth place in terms of interest among customers is the Skrill service. To make a transaction, one has to specify the method, enter the amount, and select the option offered. The betting site will redirect the user to the payment system portal. All that remains is to log in and confirm the action. The crediting is instant.
	Indian punters often use Neteller payment service. Crediting of funds to the balance of the bookmaker using this payment option is instant. All you need to do is select the appropriate method, enter an email and enter the amount. The operator will transfer the player to the new payment gateway portal.

Betting sites with the minimum deposit also accept money through other methods. You can use PhonePe, Google Pay and other options.
Mobile Betting
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Popular bookmakers in India have developed adaptive versions of websites for smartphones. The developers place a special script in the program code. The resource automatically detects the user’s device and loads the right version of the pages.The best online betting sites are able to work on smartphones with any operating system. They open on iOS, Android gadgets. The diagonal of the device does not matter. Programmers have achieved correct information display on any smartphone.
The functionality has not changed. Through mobile sites punters can:
	Accept sports betting;
	View live sporting events;
	Deposit and order winnings;
	Receive bonuses;
	Contact the support team.

Mobile betting via smartphones with the best operators has several advantages. Designers have taken into account the peculiarities of user interaction. This led to a revision of the appearance of the pages. The layout of the buttons, available disciplines are tailored to the user experience.
Designers and programmers of popular betting companies did not install an abundance of animated images on the sites. This approach allowed to increase the loading speed of pages. Rapid opening is ensured even on slow mobile internet.
Online Betting Apps
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The best service is what Bookmakers India strives to provide to customers. The companies have developed mobile apps for this purpose. The software is available for Android and iOS devices. In some cases, operators do not release programs for iPhone and iPad. It all depends on the policy of the particular gambling house.Often the visual differences between the mobile site and the app are almost imperceptible. The difference lies in the little things that make the game easier to play.
Mobile software has greater possibilities for personalisation. Punter can customise the background of the software, the sports displayed and the odds. Such features are often available on an adaptive website for smartphones. However, once the game session is over, they disappear. The client will have to repeat the installation of the required settings next time.
Online betting apps are more stable. Once set, the options are retained until the user makes a new change. There is no need to set the required settings at the start of each gaming session.
A plus of the pre-installed programs is the ability to send push messages. Popular international betting companies use this communication channel to inform the customer about the results of a bet. Additional advantages: The app saves battery power and mobile data traffic. The app stores some of the information in the phone memory. When you go to the desired page, the software uses this resource. App does not need to send requests to the server every time. You can save on energy and traffic even when watching Live streaming.
Attention! It is better to download Android software from the mobile website. The reason is Google’s policy towards bookmakers. You won’t be able to find the software you need in the official Google Play App Store. After downloading the apk, we advise you to change your phone settings and allow third-party apps to be installed. The final step is to go to the download folder and click on the downloaded file.
Owners of iPhones will find online betting apps from the desired bookmakers in the AppStore. It is necessary to enter the name of the operator in the line and click on search. The software is distributed free of charge.
How to Start Betting Online
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Only adult punters are allowed to make online bets. Online bookmakers operate under the strict requirements of international regulators. Violating the age limit rules will result in the revocation of the license. Therefore, companies are careful to comply with the regulations established in the industry. It is not difficult to start betting:	Choose a betting company from the list of the best operators in the country.
	Study the regulations of the gambling house. If the client has any questions, he can always contact the support service.
	Study the conditions for obtaining bonuses.
	Register an account. Most companies registration procedure does not take 1-2 minutes.
	Go through verification of your profile. Fill in your personal data on the website, upload a photo or screenshot of your passport, if necessary.
	Refill the balance of the game account by any convenient way.
	Choose the necessary event, click the names of the teams meeting. After that, the bookmaker will provide the whole betting market for the match.
	Click on odds of interesting outcome.
	Fill in the coupon. Specify the size of the bet, confirm the action.

The player has to wait for the end of the match and game calculation. Our TOP bookmaker sites in India include the best companies. Bookmakers differ in the amount of sports available, margins, match details. It is advisable to have an account with at least 2 or 3 bookmakers. Some of the games will be profitable to bet on through one operator, some through another.
Online Casinos and Live Casinos
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Most betting companies offer online casino services. Operators allow you to play slots and with real dealers. Companies host slot machines from the best providers in the world: 
	NetEnt;
	Yggdrasil;
	iSoftbet and others.

All games are tested by independent expert organisations. Betting houses can cooperate with BMM Testlabs, GLI, eCOGRA, iTechLabs, Gaming Associates. Leading gambling houses tend to work with several experts at once.
Live casinos with live dealers can be found on betting sites. Providers provide the ultimate immersive gaming experience. Popular sites try to work with leading Pragmatic Play-level platforms. Operators offer different games: roulette, blackjack, baccarat, poker and others.
 
Our partners:
1xbet
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 Mr Luck 

Get Up to ₹10,000! 500% First Deposit Bonus
Review
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 Casumo 

Bet ₹1,000 And Get ₹3,000 Free Bet
Review
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 LeoVegas 

BET ₹1,500 and get ₹1,500 in Free Bets
Review



FAQ
Are betting sites legal in India?

A law to regulate the industry has not yet been passed in India. Officially, betting companies cannot operate in the country.

Can offshore betting sites be trusted?

Yes, the companies operate under the regulation of the world's leading licensing bodies. Violation of the requirements - license revocation. Such bookmakers maintain maximum loyalty to their players.

Can I create an account at more than one betting site?

It is necessary to create accounts on several betting sites. Punter will be able to choose better bonus programmes and better odds.

Why are the betting sites on your site considered the best?

We looked at more than 10 factors in our analysis. We recommend the best betting sites in India based on our own experience. We created accounts on each platform, deposited, bet and withdrew money. The portals listed in the top were at the top of the other popular resources.

What can a player's account be blocked for?

Punters should study the rules of each operator they are interested in. A client's account may be blocked for using fraudulent schemes, creating several accounts on one portal. Immediate blocking will follow if the age limit is violated.

Can betting cause gambling addiction?

Yes, betting can cause gambling addiction. Therefore, we recommend taking the betting process responsibly. The best betting sites provide the user with the option of self-exclusion.

Is it safe to provide your personal data to betting sites?

To ensure the security of users, online resources use the SSL security system. Cryptographic encryption protects information from being intercepted. Client information is placed on servers which are not connected to the internet. Data can be saved even in the event of a hacker attack on the site.
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⑱ Only persons of legal age may place bets on sports and play at online casinos.

We strongly recommend that you take your betting and online casino games seriously and responsibly. If you feel that you are experiencing material and psychological problems due to gambling addiction, you should seek professional help immediately and stop betting.

Contacts:
 bestindianbettingsites@gmail.com
Social media:
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